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Abstract

This extended abstract sketches a generalisation of
the well-specified algorithm which is used to check
whether a stochastic process associated with instances
of popular specification formalisms is unique. The
generalised algorithm is computationally more expen-
sive, since it explores the specified behaviour in mul-
tiple levels up to a user-specified depth. For depth 1,
the essence of the original algorithm is obtained, while
the exploration of more than 1 level allows one to ac-
cept specifications that are rejected by the original al-
gorithm.

1 Introduction

Performability models of complex systems are of-
ten specified in high level description formalisms, such
as Stochastic Activity Networks (SAN) [1], generalized
stochastic Petri nets [2] and variations of stochastic
process algebra [3]. This is due to the rapidly increas-
ing size and complexity of systems, making it more
and more cumbersome and error-prone to model their
behavior directly as a stochastic process. Instead one
prefers to develop the system model at a higher level
of abstraction. However, on an abstract level, it may
happen that the stochastic process is partially under-
specified, because some details have not (yet) been con-
sidered in the specification. Consequently there is a
need to assess whether a unique stochastic process can
be associated with an abstract specification, capturing
the stochastic behaviour without any ambiguity.

2 The algorithm

2.1 Configuration Graph

As in [4], we use a configuration graph (CG) to define
the effect of our generalized algorithm. This graph can
be associated with different high-level stochastic for-
malism. It comprises three types of states and behav-
iors: nondeterministic, probabilistic and timed ones.
We do not consider state or impulse reward structures.
Formally,

Definition 1. A CG is a tuple (P,−→,−−−➤,−−〉−−➤, s)
where

• P is a nonempty set of states, partitioned in three
disjoint subsets,

– S – stable states (©),

– D – decision states (�), and
– C – case states (�).

• −→⊂ D × P is a set of nondeterministic transi-
tions,

• −−−➤⊂ S × R+ × P is a set of timed transitions,

• −−〉−−➤⊂ C × [0, 1] × P is a set of probabilistic tran-
sitions, where for ∀c ∈ C, the sum of probabilities
occurring

∑
i pi is 1, and

• s ∈ S is the initial state.

An example of a configuration graph is depicted in Fig-
ure 1, where stable states are labelled with latin let-
ters from A to I. Note that according to the above
definition, in stable (case, respectively decision) states
only timed (probabilistic, respectively nondeterminis-
tic) transitions are available. We refer to both proba-
bilistic and nondeterministic transitions as immediate



transitions. We restrict ourselves to CGs where the
subgraphs spanned by immediate transitions are all
acyclic. If a CG consists of stable states only (and
thus does not contain immediate transitions), it di-
rectly corresponds to a continuous time Markov chain,
a well-studied and often used class of stochastic pro-
cesses.
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Figure 1. A configuration graph

2.2 Well-specified Check

The main issue addressed by the well-specified prob-
lem is the question whether a given CG G can be
transformed into a CG G′ that consists of stable states
only. The main algorithmic idea to construct the lat-
ter is to explore the original CG G from stable states
to stable states, and then to check whether the sub-
graph spanned between these states can be considered
to be well-specified, in which case the subgraph is rep-
resented by simply timed transitions in the CG G′. For
a given stable state in G, the idea behind this check can
best be captured by quoting from [4]:

If the probability of going to a next stable
[state] is independent of the order in which
immediate transitions complete, we say that
the CG is well-specified.

Different algorithms have been proposed for this pur-
pose in [5] and in [6], but [4] showed that both compute
the same notion of well-specifiedness. The algorithms
can actually work directly on the specification, i.e. the
sub-graph fragments of the graph G are constructed
on-the-fly, and only G′ is stored for later use.

Our algorithm is based on (the more expensive) al-
gorithm of [6], which has an exponential worst-time

complexity, and which we sketch (Algorithm 1) in a
mildly modified form. The TSG (Timed Step Gen-
eration) algorithm is applied to a single stable state.
For each timed transition, the ISE (Immediate Sub-
graph Exploration) algorithm is called as a subrou-
tine. This algorithm (Algorithm 2), which explores all
the case and decision states up to the next reachable
stable states, distills a flat set of probability distribu-
tions on stable sucessor markings. If each of these
sets is a singleton, the (sub-)graph is well-specified,
and in this case, Dist contains timed transitions from
the source to the stable successor states, the latter be-
ing collected in the set NextStab. The ISE algorithm
provides the required flat set of distributions by re-
turning two parameters, (i) the set of stable sucessor
markings nextStab, and (ii) the set dist of probability
distributions. If any of the sets dist are not single-
tons, the TSG algorithm still derives the possible next
timed transitions, but now grouped together and col-
lected in a set Dist, where each element of this set
corresponds to a group of timed transitions, stored
as a structure that will be explained below. In the

TSG (State state)

Dist := ∅;
NextStab := ∅;
for all n such that state

rate−−−−−−➤ n do
(nextStab, dist) := ISE(n);
Dist := Dist # rate · dist;
NextStab := NextStab ∪ nextStab;

od
return (NextStab,Dist);

Algorithm 1: Timed Step Generation Algorithm

algorithm, we use the following notations and abbre-
viations. {|(s1, λ1), . . . (sk, λk)|} represents a group of
timed transitions (and their successor states) that can
be jointly enabled, and where state si can be reached
after a delay governed by λi. A similar construction
{|(s1, p1), . . . (sk, pk)|} is used to describe a probabil-
ity distribution assigning probability pi to state si. In
the expression p · dist, p multiplies elementwise, for ex-
ample if dist has the form: {{|(s1, p1), ..., (sn, pn)|}},
then p · dist denotes {{|(s1, p ∗ p1), ..., (sn, p ∗ pn)|}}.
If A = {a1, . . . , am} and B = {b1, . . . bk} are sets of
(substochastic) distributions (or of grouped timed tran-
sitions), then A#B is defined as {a1 ⊕ b1, . . . , ai ⊕
bj, . . . , am ⊕ bk}, where ⊕ denotes a multiset-like
union, e.g. {(s1, 0.2), (s2, 0.3)}⊕ {(s1, 0.2), (s3, 0.3)} =
{(s1, 0.4), (s2, 0.3), (s3, 0.3)}. Throughout this abstract
multiplication binds stonger than #.



Example 2. To illustrate the algorithm, we
consider the example CG depicted in Figure 1.
Applying the TSG-algorithm to the topmost
state A in the figure, leads to a situation where
the ISE returns the pair ({B, C, D}, dist) with
dist = {{|(B, 0.1), (C, 0.9)|}, {|(C, 0.9), (D, 0.1)|}}.
This makes the TSG algorithm return
the pair ({B, C, D},Dist) with Dist =
{{|(B, 0.1λ), (C, 0.9λ)|}, {|(C, 0.9λ), (D, 0.1λ)|}}).
Since Dist contains more than one element, the graph
is not well specified. (End of example.)

ISE (State state)

if state is a stable state then
return ({state}, {{|(state, 1)|}})

fi
if state is a decision state then

Dist := ∅;
NextStab := ∅;
for all n such that state−−❘−−➤ n do

(nextStab, dist) := ISE(n);
Dist := Dist ∪ dist;
NextStab := NextStab ∪ nextStab;

od
return (NextStab,Dist);

fi
if state is a case state then

Dist := ∅;
NextStab := ∅;
for all n such that state

p−−−〉−−➤ n do
(nextStab, dist) := ISE(n);
Dist := Dist # p · dist;
NextStab := NextStab ∪ nextStab;

od
return (NextStab,Dist);

fi
Algorithm 2: Immediate Subgraph Exploration Al-
gorithm

The original algorithm [6] differs from the one pre-
sented here. Intuitively, the former stops the gener-
ation as soon as a set dist is encountered witnessing
that the graph is not well-specified, while the TSG al-
gorithm presented here tolerates this, and this will be
needed in what follows.

2.3 Generalized ISE -algorithm

In this section, we describe how to extend the ISE
algorithm to be able to handle fragments of a CG which

consist of multiple levels of stable states. In terms of
the definition in [4], we intend to achieve the following:

If the probability of going to the k-th stable
state is independent of the order in which im-
mediate transitions complete, we say that the
CG is well-specified.

GSE (Int level , StateList States)

Success := true;
NextStab := ∅;
Steps := ∅;
for all s ∈ States do

(nextStab, dist) := TSG(s);
Success := Success ∧ (|dist| = 1);
NextStab := NextStab ∪ nextStab;
Steps := Steps ∪ {(s, dist)};

od
if Success then

classes := factor(Steps);
return (true, classes);

else
if level = 0 then

return (false, nil);
else

(success, classes) := GSE(level − 1,NextStab);
if (¬success) then

return (false, nil);
else

ClassSteps := ∅;
for all (s, dist) ∈ Steps do

classSteps := (s, dist/classes);
ClassSteps := ClassSteps ∪ classSteps;

od
if ∃s ∈ States such that
(s, dist), (s, dist′) ∈ ClassSteps
with dist = dist′ then

return (false, nil);
else

classes := factor(ClassSteps);
return (true, classes);

fi
fi

fi
fi

Algorithm 3: Generalized Subgraph Generation Al-
gorithm

The idea of our Generalized Subgraph Exploration
(GSE) algorithm is the following. As before, we ap-
ply the ISE algorithm to a state. If this fails, because
dist contains more than one element, i.e. the subgraph



turns out not to be well-specified, we use the fact that
the ISE algorithm provides us with a set nextStab of
next reachable stable states. We explore the elements
of this set one by one, in order to be able to assess
whether it is possible to group some of the states in
nextStab into partitions of equivalently behaving states.
If so, we reconsider the set of distribution dist, and
check whether the different distributions in dist col-
lapse, if interpreted as the quotient distribution on the
equivalence classes induced by this partition.

In order to group states in nextStab, we explore
each element of nextStab descending recursively, up to
a given depth. The construction of the quotient dis-
tribution is performed as follows. The function factor
takes a set of pairs Steps = {(s1, dist1), . . . (sn, distn)},
returns a set classes which contains the equivalence
classes induced on {s1, . . . , sn} by si ≡ sj iff disti =
distj . For such a set classes, we use dist/classes to
denote the quotient distributions induced by ≡. For-
mally, for a distribution d = {|(t1, pt1), . . . (sm, ptm){|,
we let d/classes contain the elements (T,

∑
t∈T pt),

where T ranges over the elements (the classes) in
classes.
Example 3. We consider the example in Figure 1

again, and call the GSE algorithm with parameters
(3, {A}), i.e. we apply it to the topmost stable state
and are willing to explore at most 3 levels. The
initial call to ISE(A) returns ({B, C, D}, dist) with
dist = {{|(B, 0.1λ), (C, 0.9λ)|}, {|(C, 0.9λ), (D, 0.1λ)|}},
as explained in Example 2. The set dist is
not a singleton, and hence Success is false.
This makes us explore the next level 2 with
Steps = (A, dist), calling GSE(2, {B, C, D}).
Jumping one level ahead, the reader is invited
to check that the call GSE(1, {E, F, G, H}}) re-
turns (true, {{E, G, H}, {F}}), which induces
that the above-mentioned call GSE(2, {B, C, D})
returns (true, {{B, D}, {C}}), and therefore
classSteps = (s, {{|({B, D}, 0.1λ), ({C}, 0.9λ)|}}).
This is now a singleton, which eventually makes the
algorithm return (true, {A}). So, the configuration
graph is well-specified, if one is willing to explore three
levels. (End of example.)

We remark that the GSE algorithm extends the origi-
nal algorithm, since by setting level = 0, the essence of
the algorithm of [6] is obtained.

3 Conclusion

In this extended abstract we have introduced an ex-
tension of the well-specified check. The algorithm is

admittedly complex, since it explores a given configu-
ration graph through various levels of stable states, in
order to arrive at a more powerful definition of well-
specifiiedness.

We are currently implementing this algorithm and
are looking for further optimisations and simplifica-
tions. We are also considering to add state and impulse
rewards, as it is done in the original algorithms.
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